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What We Are Thinking
Dear Readers,

Welcome to the March 2018 edition of The Good Life. This month,
we have a story from Dimensional in the US “ … seeing all the
recent headlines about the sudden downturn in the stock market
has transported me back to February of 2009 when I was close to
despair. It’s striking how different I feel now.” So says Dave
Goetsch, an executive producer of The Big Bang Theory.

What changed Dave’s behaviour? Perspective! A LONG-TERM
PERSPECTIVE is vital for successful investing.

On our left we still see some red in the Year-to-Date column. Even
for bond funds! But equally, we see that the 10-year column figures
are moving towards the 1-year column returns in both Australian
and Global Shares.

Good News … we’re ALWAYS confident about the future

We’re continually blown away by what’s happening in what we call
the EXPONENTIAL WORLD for a faster, easier, cheaper and
better future. These advances will make many existing companies
obsolete. Expect to see a substantial fall in the cost of living and
more people accessing services that once were only the preserve
of the rich.

This month our That Bit Extra(Abundance Insider) section
includes biometric boarding; bionic lens replacements; an AI
translation breakthrough from Microsoft; a new ‘body on a chip;’ a
computer smaller than a grain of salt; a detailed analysis of
Amazon’s retail shop strategy; super-sensitive artificial skin;
internet on the moon virtual reality (VR) experience as a homeless
person to get a feel of what it might be like, and finally; a brain
computer interface (BCI) to cure stroke and spinal cord injuries.
These developments are mind boggling.

Numbers

Last month we looked at the causes of the 55 million deaths across
the world each year. This month we look at an infographic
highlighting the medical breakthroughs over the past 200 years
that have saved hundreds of millions of lives and greatly extended
global life expectancy.

Fixed Interest

Years 1 2 3 10 YTD
One- year 1.6 1.9 2.0 3.7 0.3
Two-year 1.0 1.6 2.0 4.0 -0.1
Five-year 1.1 1.9 2.7 5.6 -0.7

Long Term

Australian
Shares
Large 9.8 16.5 5.2 5.9 0.1
Value 10.3 24.9 8.5 6.0 -0.6
Small 16.7 17.2 9.6 3.5 0.3

Global Shares
Large 17.3 14.9 8.7 8.0 1.3
Value 15.9 18.1 8.4 7.2 0.8
Small 15.0 16.2 10.2 10.1 -0.1

Emerging
Markets

22.8 25.0 8.8 4.2 4.8

Real  Estate 0.5 4.3 5.0 3.3 -6.3

Description of Indexes
One-year FI DFA Short-Term FI
Two-year FI DFA Two Yr Div. FI
Five-year FI DFA Five Yr Div. FI

Long-Term FI Bloomberg Aus Treas. 10+
Australian Large DFA Aus Large Co
Australian Value DFA Aus Value
Australian Small DFA Aus Small Co

Global Large DFA Global Large Co
Global Value DFA Global Value
Global Small DFA Global Small Co

Emerging
Markets

DFA Emerging Markets

Global Real
Estate

S&P/ASX 300 REIT Index

Data presented may be based on a
combinationof simulated and actual
returns.

Past performance is not indicative
of future performance.



A Transformed Investor’s View of Market Uncertainty
March 14, 2018

Markets have been up and down this year, which can be hard for many investors to accept. During
times like these, hearing stories about how other people deal with uncertainty can be helpful.

My friend Dave Goetsch is an executive producer of The Big Bang Theory. Even though he and the
other writers on the show make common sense out of complicated science for a living, Dave used
to respond to market fluctuations with panic rather than logic.

But his point of view changed fundamentally when he learned about Dimensional’s perspective on
investing and discovered a new path for his financial life.

Check out Dave’s story, I believe you’ll find it to be a source of calm. It also showcases the benefits
of working with a financial advisor and having a philosophy you can stick with.

David Booth, Founder and Executive Chairman DFA

Now and Then
March 14, 2018
Executive Producer of The Big Bang Theory Dave Goetsch reflects on his recent investment experience
during the market downturn and contrasts his new perspective with memories from the 2008/09 financial
crisis.

Seeing all the recent headlines about the sudden downturn in the stock
market has transported me back to February of 2009 when I was close
to despair. It’s striking how different I feel now.

In February 2009 the stock market was down around 50% from its high
and everyone seemed to feel like the sky was falling. I was familiar with
this state of panic because my relationship to the financial markets was
that I didn’t trust them.

They were always going up and down in ways no one could predict and I couldn’t trust those folks
who said that they could anticipate what was going to happen. So when the market went down, I
went down with it — sinking into a depression, knowing there was nothing I could do.

What a difference 9 years make. I haven’t changed because the stock market rebounded. I changed
because I learned that there was a different way to think about investing. I was right not to trust
those people who thought they could predict what was going to happen in the markets, but I was
wrong in thinking that there was nothing to do. I’ve learned that I can have a great investment
experience if I just accept a few simple truths.

I have to understand the uncertainty of the market. The stock market, as measured by the S&P 500
Index, has returned about 10% per year over the last 90 years,1 but there are very few individual
years in which it has ever actually returned that amount. In fact, how many of those 90 years do you



think the S&P 500 was up more than 20% or down more than 20% for that year? The answer is 40.
Astounding, right? I wish somebody had explained that to me decades ago. Then I would have
known to look at stock market returns in terms of decades — not years, months, days or hours. I
would understand that so many of those articles and cable news pieces are just noise, designed to
keep an audience obsessed and unsettled.

I haven’t changed because the stock market rebounded. I changed because I learned that there
was a different way to think about investing.

In order to be a long-term investor, you have to have a long-time horizon. This can be hard to
remember when you’re being assaulted by noise, but if you can stay strong, the results are
stunning. By results, I don’t mean the investment returns, which hopefully are good.

The return I’m talking about is how I feel every day. I worry less—not just about the future – but also
about the present. Of course, I know that there are no guarantees when it comes to investing, but I
feel like I’m going to be OK. I have a plan.

There’s no way I could’ve done this without a financial advisor. I needed someone who could not
just talk me through what my asset allocation should be, but also help me work through how I felt
about investing and what exactly I could do to change my perspective.

I was a mess 9 years ago. Now, my outlook is totally different. The markets haven’t changed; they
still go up and down. The difference is …  I don’t anymore.

We hope you enjoyed this issue and would like to receive your feedback on articles you would be interested in
or ways we can improve our newsletter. We have a lot more information on our website at
www.integratedwealthsolutions.com.au where you can register to receive this free monthly newsletter.

John McMorrow
Editor
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give no warranty as to this and they accept no responsibility arising in any way for errors or omissions. It should not be relied upon as a substitute for
detailed professional advice .Past performance is not an indication of future performance.
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That Bit Extra…
More Amazing Research Happenings in the
EXPONENTIAL WORLD to Make Our Lives
Better…Faster, Easier, Cheaper, Bigger Futures

The future is almost here –



From Peter Diamandis and the team at

Bionic contacts enable vision 3x better than 20/20
What it is: Optometrist Dr. Garth Webb has invented a
bionic contact lens that could allow people to see almost 3
times better than 20/20. The ‘ocumetics bionic lens’ is
dynamic and inserted via a syringe in an 8-minute surgery
which is virtually identical to cataract surgery today. Dr
Webb expects human trials later this year after proving
successful in animal testing.

Why it's important: While this contact lens is currently
limited to humans who have a need for lens replacement

due to conditions such as cataracts, this could be a big step forward for those who struggle with poor vision.
Longer term, consider the possibilities, not just for augmenting mildly poor or normal vision but the ability to
embed communication and projection technology directly into the lens. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Michael Bloxton / Written by Jason Goodwin

Microsoft AI matches human performance in translating news from Chinese to English
What it is: Researchers from Microsoft have created the
first machine translation system to achieve human parity in
a Chinese-to-English translation. While much progress has
been made over the years, the task has proven difficult,
and 3 separate teams worked to create new methods
within deep neural networks to make the system more
fluent and accurate. Each new method (dual learning
deliberation networks, joint training and agreement
regularisation), allows the system to improve itself

iteratively in a manner similar to how humans would approach the same task.

Why it's important: While this system is currently limited to Chinese and English translations, it won’t be
that way for long. Look for new methods to enable breakthroughs in not only other languages but other
areas of AI and machine learning. Longer term think about the global connections that will be possible when
universal translation becomes a reality. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

Lufthansa begins biometric boarding at LAX
What it is: Lufthansa Group recently tested its biometric
boarding system at Los Angeles International Airport
(LAX), successfully boarding 350 passengers onto an A380
plane in just 20 minutes. The Amadeus Altea system uses
self-boarding gates embedded with facial recognition
cameras which cross-reference images in real time with
the US Customs and Border Patrol database. With this
system, no boarding passes or passports are needed,
simply walk aboard.



Why it's important: Lufthansa reported that travellers' response to the biometric boarding system was “very
positive” indicating that public sentiment on surveillance and facial recognition technology is highly
contextual. How might this increased boarding efficiency impact the already competitive air travel industry?
Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield

Latest IBM computer is a blockchain-ready CPU smaller than a grain of salt
What it is: IBM has announced its creation of a computer
smaller than a grain of salt. At just 1mm², its CPU is about
as powerful as a PC from the 1990s and costs just 10 cents
to manufacture. IBM's idea here is a kind of disposable
computing – imagine a barcode that can be attached
cheaply to essentially any package, yet perform data
summarisation and analysis more typical of a general-
purpose machine.

Why it's important: Built with the blockchain in mind,
imagine early use cases tied to authentication such as anti-counterfeiting measures or food tracking tied to
freshness. As battery power and compute power increases, this chip enables a very real – and very cheap –
cognification of things at the edge. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

Stanford VR experience turns you into one of California's homeless
What it is: Becoming Homeless: A Human Experience is the
latest virtual reality (VR) experience from the Stanford
Virtual Human Interaction Lab. It transforms users into one
of California's homeless and inserts them into a variety of
real-life settings: selling possessions to make rent;
encountering police after sleeping in your car; and riding
the bus to stay warm. Stanford has put over 500 users
through the VR experience which Ogle says is "unheard of"
in the field.

Why it's important: Project manager Elise Ogle said: "We set out to create a VR experience that would
examine whether it's possible to use the technology to make you feel empathy for people you perceive as
being different from you," in an interview with Digital Trends. If the Stanford Virtual Human Interaction Lab
hypothesis holds true, we may soon see dramatic breakthroughs in how we treat psychiatric patients, train
employees and educate students about the world. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield

Amazon Go Store opens to the public
What it is: Amazon Go, the cashier-free grocery store, has
officially opened its doors to the public at its Seattle
location. Shoppers check in using a QR code on the Amazon
Go app and are then free to pick items off the shelves and
walk out. When MIT Technology Review visited the store,
the single human worker was checking IDs near the beer
and liquor section.

Why it's important: Writer Rachel Metz's experience of
visiting the Amazon store is well worth the read as it



indicates the psychological adjustments shoppers might have as retail transforms. How many visits will it
take for consumers to adjust their behaviours and universally expect a friction-free shopping experience?
Share on Facebook

Spotted by Morgan McDermott / Written by Marissa Brassfield

Moon is set to get its own mobile phone network
What it is: Thanks to a partnership between Vodafone
Germany, Nokia, Audi and PTScientists, a 4G mobile phone
network will be installed on the Moon in 2019. “This
project involves a radically innovative approach to the
development of mobile network infrastructure,” said
Vodafone Germany CEO Hannes Ametstreiter. SpaceX will
launch the hardware from Cape Canaveral using one of its
Falcon 9 rockets.

Why it's important: A proper moonshot requires a fresh
approach – a clean sheet of paper – as Astro Teller often says. Developing mobile networks for space will
give us priceless insights on how to connect remote areas of Earth, bringing the entire planet online. Share
on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield

BrainQ uses BCI to cure stroke & spinal cord Injuries
What it is: While Elon Musk’s Neuralink and Bryan
Johnson’s Kernel are looking to embed chips into our
brains, Israeli company BrainQ is tackling the BCI problem
non-surgically, combining AI with an EEG device designed
to gather data and improve victims of stroke and spinal
cord accidents. While there is still work to do, the company
has attracted the attention of Google LaunchPad and is
already seeking FDA approval for its device.

Why it's important: The BCI space is heating up, with a litany of startups looking at both surgical and non-
surgical methods. What might be possible with a real-time embedded link to something as simple as your
phone? Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

'Body on a Chip' could improve drug evaluation
What it is: Researchers at MIT have created a ‘body-on-a-
chip’ technology to facilitate the testing of new drugs,
identifying side effects before initiating human testing. Side
effects are currently very hard to predict as animals do not
represent people in all facets, and even then is it difficult to
detect effects across a system of organs. Using a
microfluidic platform to connect tissues of up to 10 organs,
researchers are now able to explore in real human tissues
how a drug is absorbed, distributed, metabolised and
ultimately excreted through the entire system.

Why it's important: Look for immediate applications in
modelling systems of 2 to 4 organs that replicate diseases such as Parkinson’s. More broadly, look for this



type of ‘body-on-a-chip’ to accelerate experimentation and drive new insights into complex systems that
change the face of healthcare. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

The 50 Most Important Life-Saving Breakthroughs in
History
For most of civilized history, life expectancy fluctuated in the 30 to 40 year range.

Child mortality was all too common, and even for those that made it to adulthood, a long and
healthy life was anything but guaranteed. Sanitation was poor, disease was rampant and many
medical practices were based primarily on superstition or guesswork.

By the 20th century, an explosion in new technologies, treatments and other science-backed
practices helped to increase global life expectancy at an unprecedented rate.

From 1900 to 2015, global life expectancy more than doubled, shooting well past the 70-year mark.

Today’s infographic from AperionCare highlights the top 50 breakthroughs, ranging from
pasteurisation to the bifurcated needle, that have helped propel global life expectancy upwards.






